SAP LIQUID STUDIO FOR LEONARDO APPLICATION:
ONLINE PLANNER


Application Overview

Often, a foreman or team lead will need to check on details of team tasks while out in the field. These environments may have limited connectivity or other challenges that make a user-friendly interface increasingly important.

The Online Planner application not only provides a foreman access to task details, but also provides access to all materials related to these tasks and the ability to assign new resources to existing tasks.

Business Value

- Improves the user experience by providing a simplified and web-based user interface (UI) to achieve simple tasks on SAP PPM.
- Allows a foreman or team lead to update team tasks quickly while in the field.

Features

- Displays, edits, creates and deletes tasks of a project through a Gantt and Resources view.
- Displays documents associated with tasks through OpenText integration.
- Displays status of current projects and tasks associated to a specific user.
- Assigns new resources to an existing task.

Technologies in Use

- SAP Cloud Platform
- SAP Project Portfolio Management (PPM)
- SAP Document Management System (DMS) optional